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First Supplement to Memorandum 94-23

Comprehensive Power of Attorney Law:
SB 1907 (Opposition and Concerns)

The hearing on Senate Bill 1907, the Commission’s Comprehensive Power of

Attorney Law, has been rescheduled for May 17 in the Senate Judiciary

Committee. When Memorandum 94-23 was written, the bill faced no opposition

but that is no longer true.

Harley Spitler’s Letter

Harley J. Spitler sent a lengthy letter in opposition to SB 1907 to Senator

Roberti, Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee. A copy is attached. (See

Exhibits pp. 1-13.) Mr. Spitler has been a member of Team 4 of the Executive

Committee of the State Bar Estate Planning, Trust and Probate Law Section,

which has worked with the Commission in preparation of the recommendation.

The State Bar Section supports SB 1907, as indicated in Memorandum 94-23.

Mr. Spitler raises a number of serious questions primarily relating to the

health care power. The Commission’s recommendation has focused on aspects of

power of attorney law other than the durable power of attorney for health care

and the statutory forms. This policy dates from the early stages of the project.

The major gap in power of attorney law was in the general rules concerning

powers of attorney concerning property matters. The health care powers had

received comprehensive recent attention by the Commission in the early 1980’s.

In addition, we concluded that it would be difficult to do a comprehensive

substantive review of the health care power in the same step. It was also

determined that it was premature to attempt a detailed study of the health care

powers before the Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act was finally approved,

which has occurred only recently.

This is not to say that it is inappropriate to consider substantive revision of

the health care power along with the Uniform Health-Care Decisions Act. But in

light of the full calendar of the Commission, it does not appear that the

Commission will be able to take up this subject in the near future. Accordingly, it

is impossible for the Commission to respond favorably to Mr. Spitler’s request

that SB 1907 be delayed. The bill cannot be made a two-year bill because this is
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the second year of the session. In any event, delaying the bill until next year

would not achieve the goals urged by Mr. Spitler, because the Commission is not

likely to have time to consider the health care issues. Accordingly, we hope that

Mr. Spitler will reconsider his opposition to the bill. We will preserve his

commentary in our files for consideration if and when the Commission is able to

consider the subject again.

CLTA Suggestions

Craig Page, on behalf of members of the California Land Title Association,

has forwarded several suggested revisions to the amendments that have been

accepted to deal with the concerns of the California Bankers Association. (See

Exhibit pp. 15-16.) The suggestions relate to the new versions of Sections 4305

and 4306 that are set out on pages 2 and 3 of Memorandum 94-23, and you

should refer to the memorandum in connection with the following discussion:

(1) Section 4305(e): CLTA suggests amending the subdivision by adding “…

which the third party relying on the power of attorney determines to be unrelated to the

pending transaction.” The staff has difficulty understanding how this would

work. How would the third person be in a position to determine what matters in

the instrument could permissibly be omitted from the certificate? If the third

person has the instrument, the certificate is unnecessary. If the third person does

not have the power, then how would it be able to determine that something in

the power is necessary or not? The best thing is to leave the section alone.

The language in subdivision (e) was patterned after the rule in Section

18100.5(d) (trust certification) to the effect that the certificate may not contain

dispositive provisions. Powers of attorney do not contain dispositive provisions,

so subdivision (e) was reworded to achieve the analogous policy goal. The staff

does not consider subdivision (e) to be crucial to the section — it is there for

consistency with Section 18100.5. It could be omitted, leaving the contents of the

certificate up to the parties in the particular situation without statutory guidance.

(2) Section 4306(b): CLTA suggests adding “of any person” following

“without inquiry” in the first sentence of subdivision (b). The staff believes this

would be a mistake. “Assume without inquiry” is a standard phrase — it is in

Section 18100.5 — and to change it in this statute raises questions about what it

means here and everywhere else. The “person who does not have actual

knowledge” is the subject of the “assume with inquiry” clause; adding “of any

person” is confusing.
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The staff has no problem with adding the truthfulness concept in the first

sentence, as suggested by CLTA, but would use “truth” in place of

“truthfulness.” It is redundant, but if it gives comfort without damaging the

section, the language can be accepted.

CLTA’s suggested revision of the second sentence of Section 4306(b) is

confusing. The existing language is the same as that in Section 18100.5. The staff

is reluctant to tinker with the substantive rules that have been accepted in the

interest of consistency. The alternative is to revert to the bill as introduced and

work with that language.

The proposed revision in the third sentence of Section 4306(b) would change

the force of the section. Again, this is inconsistent with Section 18100.5. The issue

here is effect of actual knowledge. The staff does not believe it is acceptable to try

to limit that effect by what is stated in the certificate. See Section 18100.5(f). This

would be contrary to the policy of existing law.

(3) Section 4306(d): CLTA proposes changes that are inconsistent with Section

18100.5 and are unacceptable for that reason if not for others. The bad faith

standard provides a sufficient shield for third persons. Adding an additional

cushion to the effect that the third person “may be” liable in such circumstances

goes too far. If there is a problem with practice under Section 18100.5, then that is

an issue that can be addressed by the Legislature when the appropriate time

arrives. At this point, it is not appropriate to change the rule only in Section 4306.

To do so would violate the major argument for accepting the revised versions of

Section 4305 and 4306 — that it is consistent with what the Legislature adopted

just last year in Section 18100.5. If the two rules are going to be different, the best

alternative is to dump the amendments and fix the affidavit procedure in the

Commission’s original recommendation.

Contra Costa County Suggestion

James L. Sepulveda, Deputy District Attorney in Contra Costa County, has

written the Commission suggesting an amendment to Section 4264(c). (See letter

in Exhibit p. 17.) Mr. Sepulveda urges addition of a rule preventing the attorney-

in-fact from making loans unless the power of attorney specifically authorizes

this authority. This would put loans on the same basis as the making of gifts.

Section 4264 collects a set of estate planning powers that are not included in a

grant of general authority, but must be specifically authorized. (It should be

noted that SB 1907 does not create the problem that concerns Mr. Sepulveda — in
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fact, by delineating the duties of an attorney-in-fact, the bill will be a help in

policing unscrupulous attorneys-in-fact.) If the Commission decides to address

this concern, the staff suggests consideration of a more limited rule, restricting

the authority to make loans to or for the benefit of the attorney-in-fact. We

understand that the Executive Committee of the State Bar Estate Planning, Trust

and Probate Law Section may have some objections to this proposal.

The staff will report any further developments regarding SB 1907 at the

meeting on Friday. We should then have copies of the reprinted bill.

Respectfully submitted,

Stan Ulrich
Assistant Executive Secretary
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